
Halifax Canoe Club sea kayaking safety Zoom event. 4th February 2021. Event notes. 
 
EPIRB Stella King. 
Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon, used to alert search and rescue services in the event of an 
emergency. 

How it works 
• Transmits a coded message via the free to use, multinational Cospas Sarsat network. A 406 MHz distress 

frequency signal is sent via satellite and earth stations to the nearest rescue co-ordination centre. 
• Also transmit a homing signal via 121.5 MHz to help rescue services to pinpoint the beacon’s location.  
• Some also have built-in Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers which enables the rescue 

services to accurately locate your coordinates to +/- 50 metres. These receivers can be single source, 
typically using the US GPS, or multi-constellational, working with a number of GNSS satellite systems 
such as the EU’s Galileo or Russia’s Glonass offering greater global coverage, faster detection and more 
accurate location detection.  

 
Used by 
In most countries EPIRBs are mandated to be used in all commercial shipping, fishing vessels and 
racing sailing vessels. However, they are also widely used on yachts and leisure boats, kayaks (but only 
makes sense for long ocean-going kayak trip, if then – see below). 
Most ocean race rules specify a manual EPIRB, as a compulsory piece of kit. 
Some vessels have a dedicated vessel EPIRB and a secondary crew EPIRB which goes into a lifeboat with 
the crew.   

 
Registration - Registered to vessel not person.  
Must register it in your country, providing personal contact details and information about the boat it will 
be used on.  In the UK, this is done via the  Maritime and Coastguard Agency. Registration allows faster 
confirmation of false alert and helps provide crucial planned travel details in emergencies 
 
If the EPIRB is activated the search authorities in your country will try to make contact with you or other 
people you have listed to enable them to see if a rescue is required.  
 
You need to write the Call Sign, Vessel and MMSI (Maritime Mobile Service Identity) on your EPIRB unit. 
There is a sticker for this specific information. 
 
Operation - Manual, Automatic or Hydrostatic 
(I think you can choose whether to use Manual or Automatic operation setting on the unit). 
  

• Automatic EPIRB is fitted to an auto-house which releases the EPIRB once submerged allowing the unit’s 
water contacts to active the signal when immersed in water. This is not ideal for ocean rowing (or 
kayaking) because if a wave comes crashing over the boat, it could activate the emergency unit.   

• Manually. EPIRB can also be carried in ditch or emergency bag and activated manually in an emergency. 
• Hydrostatic EPIRB. Some ocean rowers have used a hydrostatic EPIRB. This sits in a housing and is 

automatically deployed when submerged in a water depth of 2 - 4 metres. 
 
Activating an EPIRB under false circumstances can come with a hefty fine, somewhere in the region of 
£5,000 or more. 
 
 
 
 



Size & weight 
The most compact EPIRB I came across weighs about 422 g and measures 178mm x 89mm (7ins x 
3.5ins).  They can be much larger and heavier. 

 
Cost 
EPIRBs come in three main technology types and the cost depends on the unit’s sophistication: 

• Non GNSS (global navigation satellite system).   EPIRB uses 406MHz for Alert – Typically, £380 
• GNSS.  EPIRB uses 406MHz for Alert but has much more accurate location detection with GNSS 

receivers. Typically, £550  
(As of Sept 2020 US’s GPS, UK’s Galileo, and the Russian and Chinese equivalents are fully operational 
GNSSs) 

• AIS (automatic identifier system) - EPIRB uses 406MHz for Alert but has much more accurate location 
detection with GNSS and localised rescue capability with AIS VHF frequency, which allows vessels in the 
local area (4NM) to pick up the distress alert as an ‘Man overboard’ alarm on their vessel’s AIS screen.  
Typically, £610  

NB: The Safety Bracket comes as standard but an auto house for float free capability is an extra 
purchase. 

After purchasing there is no extra cost involved, apart from the cost of replacing the battery. Unlike 
other rescue location products there is no subscription cost for using the tracking system. 

Battery Replacement.   
Most EPIRBS are fitted with a battery which should last a minimum of 10 years if the unit is unused.  
Some EPIRBs have a user replaceable battery, others require the unit to be sent back to the supplier or 
the manufacturer for the battery to be replaced (this will usually add a service charge to the price of the 
new battery). 

 
The differences between EPIRBs and PLBs 
Personal Location Beacons (PLBs) work in exactly the same way as EPIRBs by sending a coded message 
on the 406 MHz distress frequency which is relayed via the Cospas-Sarsat global satellite system and 
utilising 121.5 MHz and Multi constellation GNSS to pinpoint location. 
Differences are:  

• Size & Weight. PLBs are designed to be carried on the person so they are much smaller & lighter. PLBs 
are designed to be used anywhere in the world, on the sea and also on land.  

• Flotation. EPIRBs float. Not all PB’s float but may come with an additional flotation sleeve which they 
should be carried in. 

• Transmission time; Battery/ Unit life   
• EPIRB will transmit for a minimum of 48 hours and has an (unused) battery life of, typically, 10 years 

PLBs, once activated, will transmit for a minimum of 24 hours and store (unused) for 6 years. 
• Registration. An EPIRB is registered to a vessel, whereas a PLB is registered to a person. So if you have 

an EPIRB and buy a new yacht/kayak you will need to re-register it when installing in your new boat. 
• Activation. EPIRB can be Automatic or Manual.  Legally PLB’s cannot be designed to be automatically 

activated, and are thus Manual. 
This is because PLB is more mobile and therefore more likely to be dropped or handled. An automatic 
activation feature on a smaller device would increase the likely hood of accidently activated, with the 
associated cost and risk to the search and rescue services. As PLB’s don’t have water activation switches 
they don’t have the magnetic collar used by EPIRBs to prevent accidental activation. 
PLB’s have a three-stage activation process, this is again to prevent inadvertent activation. 
 



 
Summary 

EPIRB  Pros EPIRB  Cons compare with PLB 
48 hr transmission. 
6-10 year unused battery life 
Battery can be replaced. 

Registered to vessel not 
person 

• Works in same way as EPIRB via 
GNSS 

• 24hr transmission.  6 year unused 
battery life. 
(Is Battery replaceable?) 

• Registered to person  
• Designed to attach to person & 

for use on sea or land anywhere 
in the world 

• Size & weight: compact and light  
• Activation always manual to 

avoid accidental activation  
(3-stage?) 

• Not all PLB float (but can buy 
flotation sleeve)  

• Cost? 
• Registration? 
• Intended for use by an individual 

so well-suited to a kayaker. 

Marine use only Designed to be attached to 
vessel (has quick-release 
bracket), not to person 

.Can be set to manual or 
automatic  

Bulky – most compact claim  
178mm x 89mm /7ins x 
3.5ins (& can be 3 x as big) 

Choice of non-GNSS, GNSS & 
GNSS+AIS 

Weight – lightest claim 422g 
(& can be 3 x as heavy) 

Floats Expense - approx. £380 (non-
GNSS) to £610 (GNSS + AIS) 

 Overall intended (and in 
many case mandated) for use 
on commercial and fishing 
vessels, yachts and ocean-
going rowing boats, rather 
than recreational kayaks. 

 
PLB. Roger Barford. 
PLBs  - see abbreviations/acronyms  at end 
 
British canoeing:  https://www.britishcanoeing.org.uk/uploads/documents/PLB-Safety-Alert.pdf   
 
In the first half of 2019 there were over a dozen emergency call-outs and rescues of sea paddlers. The 
need to have a means of calling for help, which is to hand, has been demonstrated by the success of 
these rescues. Recent incidents have often involved experienced paddlers who did not expect to get into 
trouble. Typically they were: in environments or conditions they felt familiar with; paddling alone or in a 
small group; carrying basic emergency equipment or clothing; subject to an unforeseen incident or had 
underestimated the conditions; as a minimum carried a mobile phone in a water proof case as a means 
of communication.  
 
Some of these paddlers had invested in Personal Locator Beacons (PLB’s). These are becoming far more 
popular given their ease to carry, effectiveness in calling for help and pinpoint satellite location. At a 
cost of around £200 with no further ongoing charges they last, typically, between 5 –6 years making 
them a good long term investment. They have proven their success in effecting quick and efficient 
rescues even in remote locations.  
 
SAFETY ALERT  Contact: safety@britishcanoeing.org.uk 
 
How do they work? A PLB is manually activated and transmits a distress alert directly to the Coastguard 
via satellites on the 406MHz frequency. The Coastguard then uses this to call out the relevant Search 
and Rescue Service. This enables the rescue services to pinpoint your exact location without any further 
description and reach the scene quickly. Because PLB’s work on satellites, once activated, your PLB must 
have a clear line of “vision” to the sky. This means that it must be kept above the water, so considering 
how to attach it to your buoyancy aid in an operating position is good idea to free up your hands. It will 



not work if you have overhead obstructions such as being in a cave. They transmit for 24 hours plus and 
can be used where there is no mobile phone signal.  
 
What to look for when buying a PLB. There are many PLB’s on the market.  
Look for the ones that are: GPS enabled; transmit a homing signal on VHF (all PLB’s also transmit on 
121.5mhz); classified as being for Maritime use as these will be waterproof; able to float but can also be 
attached to you or your buoyancy aid; easy to use if you are in the water; can be used one handed if you 
are in the water, freeing up your other hand. 
 
Registration:  Once you have bought your PLB there is no subscription fee and the battery can last 
around 5 –6 years. However you MUST REGISTER your PLB with the Coastguard (MCA). This can be done 
by visiting the Government web site https://www.gov.uk/maritime-safety-weather-and-
navigation/register-406-mhz-beacons. Other communication and signalling devices. There are many 
different communication and signalling devices designed for use at sea. It is important that you choose 
the right one that works in the environment you paddle in. A full range of communication devices can be 
found https://www.britishcanoeing.org.uk/uploads/documents/Calling-for-help.pdf  
 
 
Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) is a personal electronic transmitter used to alert rescuers that there has 
been a life threatening man over board (MOB) situation with a need to be rescued. When activated, the 
PLB sends out a signal on either a 406MHz frequency or Local Area System using 121.5MHz, VHF DSC 
and/or AIS. 
 
PLBs can be used in a variety of different ways: 

• Integrated into a PFD and activated either on inflation of the PFD, immersion in water or manually. This 
provides a fully automated solution to the wearer if they enter the water unconscious.  

• Worn on a waist-belt and usually activated manually or on immersion in water. Usually the wearer would 
have to manually remove the PLB from the waist-belt and hold it up.  

• Carried in a rucksack or bag. When in needed the user simply removes the PLB from its pouch and 
manually activates it.  

What is 406MHz? 

In the marine industry, 406MHz devices such as EPIRB’S and ELT’s have traditionally been used as a 
stand-alone solution for platforms such as aircraft, vessels or platforms. Until recently, this system has 
typically been excluded from usage on individuals as it can only be manually activated, does not alert the 
nearest potential rescue vessel, i.e. the vessel you have just fallen off, has a location accuracy of +/- 
100m and has an extended response time of up to 60 minutes, due to the way the system operates. 

Once activated, the signal is detected by a satellite and sent to a Mission Control Centre (MCC) where it 
is decoded and forwarded to the nearest Rescue Coordination Centre (RCC). The RCC will then attempt 
to contact the registered details, which were provided upon purchase, to verify if it is a real MOB distress 
situation. On average, worldwide, this verification can take up to 60 minutes, as 99% of 406MHz 
activations are false, delaying the dispatch of the closest Search and Rescue forces. It is only once the 
distress alert has been verified at the RCC that a rescue plan is formulated and rescue assets are 
dispatched. 

Important note: the 60 minute delay does not include the time for the rescue vessel to travel to the 
incident site.  



McMurdo: “406MHz distress beacons are the only solution to be recognised by Cospas-Sarsat, the 
growing global network of dedicated Search and Rescue satellites. They are not reliant on phone signals, 
they do not require a subscription fee and Cospas-Sarsat is an intergovernmental cooperative which 
provides direct access to SAR professionals. Solutions using frequencies other than 406MHz are 
available, but they often use call centres to locate, track and send appropriate help and subscription fee 
are commonplace.” 

What are the different types of PLBs? 

PLBs are predominantly known as beacons that transmit on the 406MHz frequency. PLBs can also be 
known as Maritime Survivor locating devices (MSLDs) and transmit on a range of different 
frequencies/technologies i.e. 121.5MHz, AIS and VHF DSC. 

These frequencies/technologies can be utilised in the same device to have a PLBs/MSLDs transmit on 
multiple frequencies/technologies at the same time to increase the change of detection and location. 
Some current example of PLBs/MSLDs with multiple technologies are: 

• 121.5MHz and AIS – predominantly the 121.5MHz will be used for alerting, with the AIS used to track 
and locate  

• VHF DSC and AIS – similarly to the previous, VHF DSC will be used for alerting with the AIS used to track 
and locate  

• 406MHz and 121.5MHz – the 406MHz will be used for alerting and tracking, with the 121.5MHz used to 
locate once a rescue asset is in close proximity  

• 406MHz and AIS – 406Mhz used to alert worldwide with AIS used for local area tracking and locating  
• AIS only – AIS is predominantly a tracking and locating technology and does not always give an audible 

alarm when an AIS PLB/MSLD is activated.  

PLBs/MSLDs can differ in type depending on the activity/job the user is undertaking. Examples of these 
are: 

• Some PLBs/MSLDs have what is known as an ATEX (ATmospheres EXplosible) …....  
• Some PLB/MSLDs have Aviation (air worthiness) approval …... 
• Some PLBs/MSLDs have a greater water depth rating which allow them to be used in situations such as 

submarine escape  ... 
• Some PLBs/MSLDs can be automatically activated whether that be with contact with water or on 

inflation of a PFD (personal flotation device). They can also be manually activated by the user.  

• The type of PLB/MSLD will determine how the activation mechanism is operated.  

RYA: 

EPIRBs and PLBs on the market today are dual frequency; the distress alert is transmitted on 406MHz 
and advises the SAR authorities of an incident and the 121.5MHz frequency is used as an effective 
homing frequency, once SAR is near to the casualty.  NB satellite processing of 121.5/243 MHz 
transmissions ceased as of 1st February 2009 and beacons which operate only on this frequency should 
no longer be relied on for distress alerting.  

PLB 

 This is in essence a personal EPIRB. A PLB is registered to a person rather than to a vessel and it is always 
manually activated. It is again available with or without an integral GPS and once activated it sends the 



same signal via the same route as an EPIRB to the same destination. Due to a shorter battery life of 
around 24 hours, the signal will cease transmission sooner than would be the case with the EPIRB.  

PLB can be used offshore, but are more likely to be the choice for users of smaller boats, RIB and 
personal watercraft (PWC). Carrying a PLB on your person could also be of advantage if you find yourself 
unexpectedly in the water either through the boat sinking rapidly or in the event that you have gone 
overboard.  

 

Is MEOSAR compatible = COSPA?? 

Need manual trigger?? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Make/model 

 

COST Size 
and 
Weight 

Good points 
Recognised emergency signal.  
No subscription 
• Manually activated only. 
 • Must be registered.  
• Should always be on your person. 
• Can also be used on land in areas where no phone signal is available.  
• Transmits for 24 hours plus.  
Personal or vessel:  
PERSONAL GMDSS approved:  
ONE-TO-ONE The distress signals are passed to the relevant maritime 
rescue coordination centre, which will launch the search and rescue 
services. Range: Worldwide coverage (frequency 406 MHz and 121.5 
MHz) Works outside VHF range 

Bad points 
Needs line of sight to air – 
so must be held above the 
water when use. 
 
 Not all PLBs inherently 
float. 
 
1 hour delay time due to 
system processes 
 
check  406MHz capable 
 

Ocean Signal Rescue ME 
PLB1 

 

£240  
Dimensions 
 75H x 51 W x 
32.5mm D  
 
Only 116g  

 Two versions available: 
• UK Programming 
• NON-UK Programming  
 
24+ hour operational life 
 7 year battery life  
Satellite Transmission 406MHz 5 Watt,  

Homing Transmission 121.5Hz, 50mW nominal.  

66 Channel, GPS  

• 7 Year Battery Life  
• 7 Year Warranty  
• Operating life 24 hours at -20degC 
• Waterproof to 15m  
• Unique Cradle mounting  
• Floating belt mount pouch  
• High intensity Strobe light (1 candela)  

Two versions available: 
• UK Programming 
• NON-UK Programming  



ACR ResQLink View 
Buoyant PLB 

 

£295  No Subscription Required  

• GPS and Galileo GNSS  
• Built-In Buoyancy  
• Strobe and Infrared Strobe  
• Global Coverage  
• MEOSAR Compatible  
• Small and lightweight  
• 5 year battery life  
• 28 hours Operational Life**  
• Multifunction Clip System Included  

 

ACR ResQLink 400 
Buoyant PLB 

 

£250 0.33 lbs (148 g)  
 
11.48 cm (L) x 
5.16 cm (W) x  
3.78 cm (D)  

No Subscription Required  

• GPS and Galileo GNSS  
• Built-In Buoyancy  
• Strobe and Infrared Strobe  
• Global Coverage  
• MEOSAR Compatible  
• Small and lightweight  
• 5 year battery life  
• 24+ hours Operational Life**  
• Multi-function Clip System Included 
• 5 year warranty 

 

McMurdo Fastfind 220 
PLB 

 

£300 “Extremely 
compact and will 
slip into the 
smallest 
pocket. ” 

6 year battery life.  
Safe stow antenna.  
Floats with buoyancy pouch (included) . Transmits on 406 and 121.5 
MHz. Global emergency alerting via COSPAS-SARSAT satellites.  
 
 

 



McMurdo FastFind 
Ranger PLB 

 

£300 “Lightweight, 
palm sized unit” 

Features:  GPS;  6 year battery life ; Waterproof to 10m;  
SOS Morse ; LED flash light  
Safe-stow antenna Mini size,  
MIGHTY emergency signal  
Simple design, easy to use  
Self test both the battery and GPS  
 ruggedized body, guaranteed battery run time, operational test 
function, Strobe location device to aid night time rescues and multiple 
frequencies that combine global alert and localised homing.  

 

 

 



Other misc info:  RYA https://safetrx.rya.org.uk/ 
 

About RYA SafeTrx  -  with care for battery use! 

The RYA SafeTrx app monitors your boat journeys and can alert emergency contacts should you fail to arrive 
on time.  It is an app for both Android and Apple iOS smartphones that allows you to track your journey on 
your phone.  

The app provides all recreational boat users, particularly dinghy cruisers, PWC users, RIB users, canoers, 
kayakers, wind and kite surfers and smaller boat users with an easily accessible and simple to use 
means that can inform HM Coastguard of their voyage plans and dynamic location in the event of distress.  

This app is freely available to anyone who wants to be safer afloat. It is free to download and there is no 
charge to use it.  

You can enter your journey details directly from your smartphone and plan a trip knowing that should you 
not arrive by the time given, a nominated emergency contact will be alerted and advised to initiate 
appropriate action.  

Where an emergency contact calls HM Coastguard about an overdue trip, they will have access to your 
location and SafeTrx trip data through a secure SafeTrx server.  

Since RYA SafeTrx periodically sends your location data back to a dedicated server, HM Coastguard's 
response team can get help directly to you, and quickly.  

Whilst components of the GMDSS system remain the preferred means for communication and distress 
alerting, the RYA SafeTrx app is a useful backup and particularly helpful for those on the many small craft 
that do not have the ability to fit or carry standard GMDSS equipment. 

RYA SafeTrx is an accessible tool that leisure craft users can use when going to sea.  It does not replace 
GMDSS, EPIRB, PLB or AIS.  

It is important to consider the level of cellular coverage in the area you plan on sailing in and particularly at 
your destination. The RYA SafeTrx app does requires a mobile data connection to transmit location data in 
real time, and to start/stop Sail Plan and Track Only trips. As a guideline on mobile coverage, OFCOM have 
a mobile coverage checker app that may be useful when deciding to log a Sail Plan or not. Boats sailing to 
more remote areas that have intermittent reception should be GMDSS equipped in such instances.  By 
registering on the RYA SafeTrx database alone, you have the confidence of knowing that HM Coastguard 
will be able to look at your information for the purposes of search and rescue if ever you need assistance.  
 
A PLB is a great piece of kit to carry on your person when on your boat. If activated they notify the 
coastguard of your position, which assists search and rescue services to accurately pinpoint where you are. 
These are especially useful if you are out of range of VHF contact or mobile phone signal. These can be 
used for any activity afloat, whether on your own vessel or someone else’s as they are registered to the 
individual and not linked to a boat. Once activated, the PLB has a minimum of 24-hour battery life.  

RYA end 
 

 

 

 



Abbreviations and acronyms 

 
AIS: Automatic Identification System 
 
VHF – DSC digital selective calling 
 
SAR: search and rescue 
 
PLB:  Personal Locator Beacon  
 
Cospas-Sarsat is the system that detects and locates emergency beacon  
 
MSDL:   Maritime Survivor locating devices  
 
MEOSAR: (Medium Earth Orbiting Search and Rescue) the satellite element of Cospas-Sarsat 
 
Cospas-Sarsat distress beacon uses a digital 406-MHz radio transmitter  
 
AIS: Automatic Identification System 
 
GMDSS: Global Maritime Distress and Safety System  
 
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System  
 
VHF Marine Radios. Simon Adams. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

VHF Marine Radios

“Basic” Use



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So, Limitations of use?

Line of sight 3 -8 miles* 
(wave length about 2m

doesn’t bend much)

Hand held.  Max 
power 6 Watts
usually 5 Watts              

Clue



 

 

 

Horizon:
Assume height of radio
2.5 feet = 

1.85 Nmi or
3.43 Km or
2.13 miles



 

 
 

NOTE: Very noisy
(not to mention windy 
when close)



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How you hold the radio (polarisation)

A

B

Channel 16: Emergency /listening

Lots and Lots



Electronic visual distress signals. Jo Simpson. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Electronic Visual Distress Signals

• Part of personal safety kit
• Attract attention and signal distress
• Show location to emergency services

• Visible over distance
• Timing of deployment?

Electronic Flares
‘sit in between parachute and pinpoint flares’

compared with traditional flares
Traditional Electronic

Very very bright - explosive Not so bright – less effective as initial signal

Dangerous to store, carry, use and dispose of Not dangerous – can even take them on a flight

Burns brightly and briefly >5 hours battery – constant brightness

Smoke and light – visible in day Not so visible in day time

Single use Can turn on and off



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Electronic Flares
Two types….

LED Laser

Multi directional (mostly) Directional – needs pointing at rescuer –
pinpoint devices in sea…

Some have built in SOS signalling Cheap ones can confuse pilots and aren’t 
allowed

Larger devices Smaller more convenient to store and hold 

Electronic Flares
comparing features

FEATURES Odeo Distress 
Flare

OdeoFlare MK3 
LED Flare (eVDS)

Ocean Signal 
rescueME

Greatland Green 
Rescue Laser 
Flare

Greatland Rescue 
Laser Light (Red)

Visitbiity at night >3 nautical miles >3 nm Up to 7 miles 30 miles 20 miles

Day ? ? ? 3 miles 3 miles

Waterproof / 
buoyant

To 50 metres, 
floats

50 metres
floats

10 metres To 80 feet To 80 feet

Dimensions ‘Grab bag item’ Quite big! 
200 g

51g 5.75” long
6 oz

3.75” long

Battery 4 X AA Lithium - 9 
hours or 4 X AA 
alkaline batteries – 3 
hours

3 X AA Lithium lasts 6 
hours – or 4 for 
alkaline

1 x 3 volt lithium 
battery – 40 hours

5 hours on CR123 
Lithium Battery

Sample price £69
https://youtu.be/CAgS
QR30oDg

£79 £109 £246 £84



Pyrotechnic flares/mobile phones. Chris Hickling. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 types of distress 
flare

• Red parachute
• Red pinpoint
• Orange smoke
• Day/night

General info 
• Recognised distress signals under IRPCS 

annex 4 (COLREGS)
• Easily available from any chandler
• Have expiry dates and must be disposed of 

properly
• Relatively cheap compared to electronics
• If you buy online have to be delivered by 

specialist courier & associated costs.
• Prohibited/restricted items for air travel
• Need to be accessible 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Red parachute 
flare
Operate by unscrewing the bottom cap, arms length above 
head,  pull sharply down on the toggle. Do not operate if SAR 
helicopter / aircraft is nearby!!!!
• + rise to approx. 1000ft so will clear cliffs

• + bright red light & smoke so day & night use
• + up to 10 miles visible range by day and 40 miles by night
• - recoil when fired
• - approx. 40-60 sec burn time then gone
• - drift on the wind away from your position

Red handheld 
flare
Operate by removing the end cap, sharp tug on the 
toggle, hold downwind away from the body.
• +  bright red light & smoke so day & night use
• + indicate wind direction to SAR aircraft
• + 3 mile visibility in ideal conditions.
• - approx. 60 sec burn time then gone
• - only for use when SAR/other craft close by to 

indicate your position
• - get very hot



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Orange  smoke 
flare
Operate by removing the end cap, sharp tug on the 
toggle, hold downwind away from the body.
• +  indicate actual position
• + 1 to 3 mile range
• - approx. 60 sec burn time then gone
• - only for use when SAR/other craft close by to 

indicate your position

Day/night flare
Operate by removing the appropriate end cap, sharp 
tug on the toggle, hold downwind away from the body.
• + indicate actual position
• + cheaper than separate flares
• - Much shorter burn time 20-40 sec
• - only for use when SAR/other craft close by to 

indicate your position



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mobile Phones
• + Apps can help to give accurate  position when calling for 

help (e.g., Navionics, Apple Compass, what3words)
• + may have network coverage where VHF is not working
• + light can be used to signal when SAR are near
• + can talk directly to coastguard
• - line of sight to mast so patchy coastal network coverage
• -battery life
• -cannot talk to SAR
• -person to person communication rather than broadcast.

Some other 
thoughts & 
suggestions
• Reflective SOLAS tape on boat and paddles shines brightly when lit by a 

searchlight/torch
• A whistle note can carry for a good distance 
• Worth carrying a variety of kit so you have a back up if something fails
• Know how your kit works & if paddling as part of a group discuss what you 

have between you as part of the pre-trip brief
• Think about carrying something on your person that can give a distress alert 

with your position
• Think about carrying something so you can communicate with potential 

rescuers
• Carry something bright on your person that can show rescuers where you 

are



External links. 
 
VHF radios 
From Oban Canoe Club via Simon Adams, a good summary of the main legal points with links to OFCOM pages 
for license registrations. 
http://www.obancanoeclub.org.uk/vhf.html 
 
RYA short range certificate for operating VHF marine radios. 
https://www.rya.org.uk/courses-training/courses/specialist/Pages/src.aspx 
 
PLB/EPIRB 
Maritime and Coastguard Agency beacon registration portal. 
https://forms.dft.gov.uk/mca-sar-epirb/ 
 
 
Retailers  
Worth checking these sites first if looking to buy any of the kit mentioned in this document. 
(These sites are not endorsed by HXCC) 
https://www.gaelforcemarine.co.uk 
https://www.force4.co.uk 
https://www.marinesuperstore.com 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 


